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In continuous mimsum multifacility location problems tt has been observed that 
optimal solutions often involve coincidences of facilities. This paper gives a 
complete analysis by way of subdifferential calculus of the exact optimality 
conditions at such solutions. These conditions are expressed as the extstence of a 
multidimensional conservative flow in a network, satisfying a nonlinear constraint 
on each edge. By way of network flow theory a description with a minimal number 
of variables is obtained. This procedure is illustrated by several examples, showing 
how it enables a sensitivity analysis of the opttmal solutton with respect to the 
weights of the problem. The optimality conditions are shown to be always directly 
veritiable if the network is a tree. Necessary conditions for coincidences at an 
optimal solution, which previously appeared in the literature, are generalized, and 
it is shown in which cases these are also sufficient. ‘0 1992 Academic Press. Inc 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Since its introduction by Miehle [21] the continuous minisum multi- 
facility location problem has attracted the attention of many researchers. 
Due to its relatively high degree of nondifferentiability, occurring whenever 
some facilities coincide, this nonlinear optimization problem is rather hard 
to solve. An indication thereof is the wide range of nonlinear optimization 
techniques and ad hoc methods by which it was tackled: see, e.g., Vergin 
and Rogers [32] for a heuristic method; Love [18] for the sequential 
unconstrained minimization technique; Chatelon et al. [S] for a general 
subgradient method; Drezner and Wesolowsky [S] for a trajectory 
method; Calamai and Charalambous [l] for a pseudo-gradient method; 
Calamai and Conn [2, 31 for a first-order (resp. second order) gradient 
technique including temporary projections on subspaces; Overton [23] for 
a similar technique; Rado [29] for a Weiszfeld type gradient-method; and 
Idrissi et al. [l 1 ] for a primal-dual method. 
Coincidence of facilities often occurs at the optimum. Therefore attempts 
to mask the nondifferentiability, e.g., by hyperbolic approximation (see 
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Eyster, White, and Wierwille [9] and Charalambous [4]), are bound to 
be unsatisfactory. Detection of optimality in the presence of coincidences is 
not easy. Francis and Cabot [lo], Calamai and Charalambous [l], 
Calamai and Conn [2,3], Overton [23], and Dax [7] derive necessary 
conditions for optimality, while Juel and Love [ 141 and Lefebvre et al. 
[16] derive sufftcient conditions for coincidence to occur at an optimal 
solution. Juel [ 131 gives necessary and sufficient optimality conditions, but 
only for cases where the coincidences involve at most two facilities. Juel 
concludes that “when coincidences involve three or more facilities, it seems 
difficult to provide solution conditions that are necessary and sufficient as 
well as easy to apply.” 
In this paper we derive exact optimality conditions for any type of 
coincidence, thereby showing how far Juel’s remark is justified. Since our 
analysis-based on subdifferential calculus as opposed to the directional 
derivatives approach used by previous authors--extends without complica- 
tions to multifacility problems with mixed norms in a finite dimensional 
real vectorspace R”, we consider such general formulations. Unlike most 
authors we prefer formulating the problem as a graph embedding. This 
considerably enhances the insight into the problem structure while the 
implications of sparse interactions among the facilities clearly and naturally 
appear. 
The paper is organized as follows. 
The problem is formulated as a graph embedding problem in Section 2. 
Section 3 studies how problems may often be reduced. The notations to be 
used in the sequel are explained in Section 4. In Section 5 we derive the 
subdifferentials of the objective function. Sections 6 and 7 contain the 
derivation and analysis of the exact optimality conditions, formulated as 
the existence of a conservative multidimensional flow on the problem 
graph, which satisfies a nonlinear constraint on each edge. Section 7 also 
includes several examples illustrating the developed method to check 
optimality, and showing how this naturally leads to a sensitivity analysis of 
the optimal solution with respect o the weights of the problem. In Section 
8 it is shown exactly when these conditions may be directly verified by 
checking some equalities and/or inequalities. Section 9 generalizes and 
discusses necessary conditions for optimality in the presence of coincidence 
derived by Calamai and Charalambous [1] thereby showing in which 
cases these are also sufficient. Finally Section 10 gives some concluding 
remarks and directions for further research. 
It should be mentioned that many of the results presented here easily 
generalize to nonlinear, but convex and differentiable costfunctions on each 
edge. The analysis is almost the same, but the results are notationally 
heavier. This extension may be found in a previous version of this paper, 
Plastria [27], or in the author’s thesis, Plastria [25]. 
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2. FORMULATION 
Let F denote the finite set of all facilities involved in the location 
problem. F is partitioned into the set of new facilities V, and the set of 
existing facilities A. 
These facilities interact in pairs, corresponding, e.g., to a transportation 
of goods between them. We are thus led to consider the graph (F, E), 
where each edge of E represents an interaction between its endpoints. This 
graph is assumed to be simple, i.e., without loops and multiple edges 
(although the analysis is trivially generalized to multiple edges, which 
would correspond to simultaneous interactions of different type between 
two facilities). 
E may be subdivided into the set E, of edges connecting an existing 
facility (EA) to a new facility (E V), and the set EY of edges interconnecting 
new facilities. Note that we suppose that the existing facilities do not 
interact, which may be done without loss of generality, since such 
interactions would only add constant terms to the objective function of the 
optimization problem described below. 
For reasons to become clear in the sequel, we assume (F, E) to be a 
directed graph, i.e., each edge e E E is identified with an ordered pair (J g) 
where f, g E F. This orientation of the edges is arbitrary. However, it is 
convenient to assume each edge e E E, to be oriented from existing to new 
facility, i.e., e = (a, u) where a E A and u E V. 
Each facility is to be located in I?: for all fe F we will consider its 
location X,-E If@. Existing facilities have a fixed location: x, is fixed for each 
a E A. The locations of the new facilities x, (u E V) are the variables of the 
problem. These are assembled into the location point X= (x,),.. .E (Rd)“. 
Once the location of the vertices of the graph (F, E) are known, i.e., once 
the location point XE (Rd)” is known, there corresponds to each edge e E E 
the vector x, which joins the locations of the endpoints of e, i.e., if e = (f, g) 
with f, gE F, then 
x, =x,-x/e Rd. 
Each interaction, represented by the edge e = (ft g) E E, carries a cost c,, 
assumed to be a linear function of the distance between the locations of the 
endpoints of e. This is expressed as 
c,(X) = w, . iv,(x,) = W’, .N,(x, - Xf), 
where w, is the strictly positive constant of proportionality relating the 
distance to the cost incurred, and IV, is a norm on W”, which may depend 
upon e. The case w, zero is not considered since then the edge e would be 
deleted from the graph (F, E). This is the main reason for stating the 
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problem as a graph embedding problem: in most instances this graph will 
be sparse, thus greatly simplifying the verification of optimality, which is 
the main subject of this paper. 
The minisum continuous multifacility location problem (MCML) may 
now be stated as 
MIN @(X) = c c,(X) 
CEE 
x= (x,),‘E ,.E (Fe)‘. 
@ is clearly a convex function, non-negative and unbounded above in 
any direction, whence MCML admits an optimal solution (cf. Francis and 
Cabot [lo] for euclidean norms problems). 
Note that MCML is an unconstrained convex optimisation problem. 
For an analysis of constrained versions see Idrissi et al. [ 111. The well- 
known Steiner tree problem asks for the determination of the network of 
minimal total (euclidean) length connecting a given set of points in the 
plane (Courant and Robbins [6]). Each choice of a fixed topology for the 
Steiner tree gives rise to an MCML problem, with the given points as 
existing facilities and new nodes as new facilities, all weights being unity 
and all norms euclidean. Such a particular instance of MCML can be 
solved by simple geometric means, as shown by Melzak [20]. The 
difficulty in Steiner’s problem resides in the numerous different possible 
topologies, each giving rise to an easy MCML. The general version of 
MCML with weights and mixed norms as considered here however does 
not allow such a simple geometric treatment. 
3. PROBLEM REDUCTION 
Suppose the induced subgraph (V, E,,) is disconnected. The objective 
@(X) then decomposes into a sum of independent parts, each only 
involving the locations of new facilities of a connected component of 
(V, E,). These parts each define independent MCML instances which 
may be solved separately. It follows that we may suppose ( V, E,) to be 
connected, without loss of generality. 
It is also quite evident that the whole graph (F, E) may be assumed to 
be connected: existing facilities without interactions with new facilities do 
not influence the problem. 
Furthermore there must be at least two existing facilities: if there were 
none, then the optimal solutions are trivially of type X, =x for all o E V. 
where x E IW“ is arbitrary, whereas if there were only one existing facility a, 
then the unique optimal solution is of the same type with x=x,,. 
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Note that these reductions are stronger than the chaining assumption 
introduced by Francis and Cabot [lo], which was followed in most 
subsequent work. 
Suppose now some new facility v E V has degree 1 in (F, E), and let 
e = (v, f) denote the only edge adjacent to v. Any solution in which x, # xY 
cannot be optimal, since a better solution would be obtained by setting 
x, = x~, without altering any x, (w # v), thus cancelling the cost c,(X). 
Hence the problem may be reduced and we may suppose each new facility 
v E k’ to be of degree at least 2 in (F, E). 
It should be observed here that these reductions, except the first one, are 
only possible as long as no locational constraints are imposed upon the 
new facilities, which is the case in the current analysis. 
4. NOTATIONS 
In the sequel we will make frequent use of the following notations 
concerning the graph (F, E): 
- If B and C are subsets of the vertex set F, we denote by E(B, C) 
the set of edges connecting a vertex in B and a vertex in C. 
- E(B, C) is subdivided into E+(B, C) and E-(B, C), the set of edges 
oriented from B to C and from C to B, respectively. We will make the 
convention that E( B n C, B n C) c EC (B, C), i.e., edges “inside” B n C are 
only taken in positive direction. 
- For each e E E let pe denote a vector of ll?? Then P = ( P,),~ E is a 
d-dimensional flow in (F, E) (see Rockafellar [3 11). The expression 
c PP- c Pe 
PE Ef(B, C) t?EE-(B.C) 
will be written shortly as 
and will be called the signed sum of the vectors pe over E(B, C). 
- In the case B = (v}, E( B, C) will be written as E(v, C), and E(C, B) 
as E(C, v). Note that E, = E(A, V)= ,?(A, V) and E,= E(V, V)= 
E+(V, V). 
For any subset B of V the sets E(B, v), where v runs over B, cover the 
edge set E(B, B) exactly twice, each edge appearing once in positive and 
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once in negative direction. This shows that for any Bc C’ and any flow 
(PCLEE in (F, E) we have 
(1) 
- Extending the notations of Rockafellar [31] to vector-valued 
flows, we define the divergence of the j70~ P = (p,), E E at the vertex c E F as 
div,, P= i pr. 
As a consequence of ( 1) we obtain the total divergence principle 
1 div,. P=O. 
L, E F 
- For B c F we denote the vector (div, P),, B by div, PE (IV’)‘. 
5. SUBDIFFERENTIALS OF THE OBJECTIVE 
Each c, is a proper convex function with domain ( W’)’ and 
Q(X)= c c,(X). 
es E 
By the well known rules of subdifferential calculus (see Rockafellar [30] 
for all results mentioned on subdifferential calculus), we obtain 
d@(X) = c i%,(X). (2) ealx 
For the calculation of &Z,(X) we need the following results: If N is a 
norm on [Wd, then its dual (or polar) norm is defined by N’(p) = 
max((p, x> I N(x)< l}, where <., . ) denotes the usual scalar product. 
For any norm N on LR”, N” also is a norm on rW”, and a generalized version 
of the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality holds: for all I and p in [Wd we have 
(3) 
where for any fixed x (resp. fixed p) equality is reached for at least one p 
(resp. x); e.g., if N is an I,-norm with p > 1, then N” is the /,-norm, where 
l/p + l/q = 1. The rectilinear norm I, and the Tchebychev norm I, are also 
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dual to each other. Using dual norms one has a simple description of the 
subgradients of a norm N, 
and when x # 0 
JN(0) = {p E Rd ( N”(p) < 1 } (4) 
aN(x) = {p E Rd ( N”(p) = 1 and (x, p) = N(x)}. 
If d, denotes the metric derived from the norm N, 
(5) 
d,:RdxRd+lQ +:(x,y)+N(y-x) 
then dH = No T, where T is the linear function defined by T(x, y) =y -x. 
Since N is convex, d, is convex and its subdifferentials are given by 
cYd,(x, v) = T*(W(y - x)), where T* denotes the dual linear function of T. 
Here T*(p) = ( -p,p), and hence 
ad,(x,y)={(-p,p)E(Wdx[WdIpEaN(y-x)}. (6) 
As a final observation using subdifferential calculus, let a: !R” 4 R be a 
proper convex function, and let & be its trivial extension to R” x !R” given 
by g(x,y) = a(x), then cr is also convex. Let P denote the projection of 
R” x R” onto R”, given by P(x, y) = x, then & = a 0 P. Since P is linear we 
have &(x, y) = P*(da(x)), where the dual P* of P is given by 
P*(p) = (p, 0). It follows that 
Jg(x, y) = {(p, 0) E R” x R” ( p E da(x)}. (7) 
We now have all tools for the calculation of k,(X). First note that these 
subgradients are vectors in (II?‘)“, which will be denoted by Q = (q,),, “. 
For eEEA, i.e., e=(a,u) with UEA and UE V, we have c,(X)= 
w, N,(x,) = w, N,(x, - x,). Applying (7) we find 
for all r4E V\{u} 
for some pe E w, dN,(x,). (8) 
For eEEV, e= (u, w) with u, WE V, we have c,(X) = w,N,(x,) = 
w, N,(x,. - x,). Applying (6) and (7) we obtain 
f-s,=0 for all UE V\(o, w} 
QEJc,(X) iff q,,.=pe for some pe E w, JN,(x,). (9) 
4”= -PC 
When in (2) all &,(X) are summed, let us see what happens in the 
d-dimensional subspace of (ET’) corresponding to some u E V. By (8) and 
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(9) all terms due to &Z,(X) for edges e which are not adjacent o u are zero. 
Each edge eE E(A, u) adds a term pe by (8). By (9) each edge eEE+( V, U) 
adds a term pe, whereas each edge eE E-( V, u) adds the corresponding 
term -pe. We thus obtain the expression x:esE,A, L,) pc + xreE+, ,,, , , p<, - 
IL, E-l v. r, P, = IS,, o, pe = div,. P. 
Hence each subgradient of @ at X is obtained by choosing some flow 
p= (Pe)t,GE in (F, E), which satisfies pe E r~,dN,(x,) for each e E E, and by 
calculating its divergence on V: div &, P (cf. Section 4). 
Thus we obtain: 
THEOREM 1. 
~@(X)={~~~,,PE([W~)~I P~((W~)‘,p~~~.~aN~(~~).foralfe~E). 
Please note that by (4) and (5) the constraint POE \c, ZN,(.u,) implies 
N,“(p,) < ,r,,with strict inequality only possible when .Y,, = 0, in which case 
both are equivalent. 
6. EXACT OPTIMALITY CONDITIONS 
One of the great advantages of subdifferential calculus is that X 
minimizing the convex function CD is simply expressed by the property 
0 E &D(X). Following Rockafellar [31] we say that the (vector-valued) flow 
P E ([w”)” is conserved at the vertex u E F if div,, P = 0. In view of Theorem 1 
we immediately obtain 
THEOREM 2. X is an optimal solution to the MCML iff there exists a 
d-dimensional jlotv P = (p,),, E in (F, E) with pe E w, dN,(x,) for all e E E 
and which is consertled at each v E V. 
In most cases the norm N, will be differentiable at x,, and then SN,(x,) 
reduces to a singleton: the gradient VN,(x,). Hence many of the vectors pp 
in Theorem 2 are uniquely determined once X is fixed. This means that the 
dimensionality of the flow existence expressed in the theorem, seemingly 
equal to n 1 El, is in fact strongly reduced. Maximal reduction is obtained 
when we suppose all norms N, to be differentiable, except (of course) at the 
origin. In the sequel this assumption will always tacitly be made. In fact all 
results presented further also hold for any norms, as long as the location 
of the endpoints of any edge e coincide, or their relative positions deter- 
mine a direction x, in which N, is differentiable. Without this assumption 
the analysis is also possible along similar lines, although more complex. 
All norms N, being differentiable, except at the origin, the flow P of 
Theorem 2 is completely determined on all edges that are not collapsed, 
i.e., the location of the endpoints of which do not coincide at X. For given 
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X let us construct the graph (F, EC(X)) on the same vertex set F, but 
containing only the collapsed edges at X, i.e., e E EC(X) iff e E E and X, = 0. 
The induced subgraph of (F, EC(X)) on V ( V, EC(X) n E,), usually has 
several connected components, which may be classified as follows: 
(1) The one-point connected components, further subdivided into: 
-- the unique points at A’. These are the isolated new facilities: 2) E V 
is a unique point at X if its location x, is different from all other locations 
x,- (f~ F\ (u} adjacent to 0). The set of unique points at X is denoted by 
UP(X). 
- the coinciding points at A’. These are the new facilities, isolated 
w.r.t. the other new facilities, but coinciding with some adjacent existing 
facility: u E V is a coinciding point at X if its location x, is different from 
all other locations x, (W E V\{ W) adjacent to u) but coincides with some 
a, E A adjacent to u. The special edge (a,, u) E E, will be denoted by e,. 
The set of coinciding points at X is denoted by CP(X). 
(2) The more-point connected components, further subdivided into: 
- the unique clusters at X. These are the nonsingleton connected 
components isolated from the existing facilities. UC V is a unique cluster 
at Xiff 
- (Ul>l 
- x, = x, for all 24, WV E U 
- U is connected in ( V, EY) 
- x,#x,foralla~AanduEUwith(a,u)EE(A,U) 
- U is maximal for these properties. 
The set of unique clusters at X is denoted by UC(X). 
-- the coinciding clusters at A’. These are the nonsingleton con- 
nected components coinciding with some adjacent existing facility. Cc V is 
a coinciding cluster at X iff 
- ICI>1 
- x, = x,” for all u, )I? E C 
- C is connected in ( V, E,,) 
- there exists an USE A coinciding with all u E C, and 
(UC, u)EE, for some uEC 
- C is maximal for these properties. 
For each UE C the edge (a,, u), if it exists, will be denoted by e,. Note that 
at least one such e, must exist. The set of coinciding clusters at X is 
denoted by CC(X). For any coinciding cluster CE CC(X) the augmented 
set Cu {a,} is denoted by Cu. 
This classification was introduced by Calamai and Charalambous [ 1 ] in 
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a slighty different form. Indeed, with our definition it may happen that 
different unique points and/or clusters still have the same location, but 
in that case they are unconnected by an edge of (F, E). Also different 
coinciding points and/or clusters may coincide, but then no edge of E 
connects them. In the case of a complete interaction graph, as was implicit 
in Calamai and Charalambous’s work (and also in almost all other 
connected work), our definition reduces to theirs. 
For any flow P on (P’, E) the conditions pt, E )I’, SN,(x,) for all e E E are 
equivalent to 
and 
p< = i<,VN,( I,) for eE E‘\,EC(X) 
KY P,) G ‘t’, for eE EC(X) (by (4)). 
By Theorem 1 any subgradient of @ at X is of the form div c. P, where P 
is a flow on (P’, E) satisfying the conditions above. 
The component at u of this subgradient is of the form div, P and con- 
tains a fixed part C&,L,,,,ECcXj br,VN,(x,) which we denote further by 
V@,,(X). This is exactly the gradient at X with respect o X, of the part @,, 
of @ which is differentiable at X with respect o x,,. The other, variant part 
of div,.P is only present if v is not a unique point. When u is a coinciding 
point this variant part just equals pp,, which, for optimality, must equal 
-VDL,(X) by Theorem 2. If ~7 belongs to some cluster (unique or 
coinciding), the variant part of div, P consists of the divergence at u of 
the flow P restricted to edges inside this cluster (including a, in case of a 
coinciding cluster). 
Therefore we may further refrain from considering flows P in (F, E) and 
concentrate on flows defined on the subgraphs induced on the clusters at 
X. For B c F (B n r# a) the subgraph of (F, E) induced on B will be 
denoted by (B, E,). Theorem 2 may thus be restated as: 
THEOREM 2’. If all N, are differentiable except at 0, then X is an optimal 
solution to the MCML iff 
(i) For each u E UP(X), V@,(X) = 0 
(ii) For each u E CP( X), NzL,(VO,( X)) < IZ’,, . 
(iii) For each U E UC(X) there exists a d-dimensional flow Q on 
(U, E,) satisfying N,“(q,)< w, for all eE E,, and such that div, Q + 
V@,(X) = 0 for all u E U. 
(iv) For each CE CC(X) there exists a d-dimensional flow Q on 
(Ca, E,) satisfying N,“(q,) < w, for all e E Eco, and such that div,. Q + 
V@,(X) = 0 for all v E C. 
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When I VI = 1 the MCML reduces to a single facility location problem 
where only cases (i) and (ii) may appear. The first condition then states 
the classical zero gradient condition at a point of differentiability and the 
second condition reduces to the fixed point optimality criterion of Juel and 
Love [lS], see also Plastria [24]. 
For general F the optimality of any solution X not involving any 
coincidences of new facilities is readily verified, since only cases (i) and 
(ii) apply. 
When a unique cluster CJ consists of two new (connected) facilities only, 
U = {u, u}, condition (iii) immediately reduces to 
T”, “,WU(W) G M’(,, “) and V@,(X) = -V@,(X) 
which are the optimality conditions derived by Juel [ 13, Theorem 31. 
When a coinciding cluster C consists of two new (connected) facilities (iv) 
reduces to the conditions given in Juel [13, Theorem 43. This shows that 
these conditions are not only suflicient (as shown by Juel) but indeed also 
necessary for optimality, a fact which could not be shown by Juel by way 
of directional derivatives. 
7. DIMENSION REDUCTION 
7.1. Circulations 
In the general case conditions (iii) and (iv) involve the existence of 
several d-vectors satisfying several linear and nonlinear constraints, and it 
is not directly clear how these can easily be checked. However, by way of 
d-dimensional circulations (i.e., flows which are conserved everywhere) on 
an augmented graph, and their Tucker representation (see Rockafellar 
[31]), one may derive equivalent conditions with a minimal number of 
variables, yielding deeper insight as shown below. 
The set of d-dimensional circulations on a graph (M, D) is a vector space 
with respect to the usual addition and scalar multiplication. In order to 
derive a basis for this vector space, consider a spanning tree (M, T) in 
(M, D), i.e., Tc D and (M, T) is connected and contains no cycles (note 
that D must be connected). For each edge gE D\T the subgraph 
(M, Tu {g} ) admits exactly one cycle pg, and it contains g. Each vector 
Z,E lRd defines a circulation zgpg on (M, D), which takes value zg on each 
edge of pg having the same orientation on /A~ as g, value -zg on each edge 
of p’g with opposite orientation to g on pg, and value 0 on all other edges 
of D. Each circulation Q = (qg)gED on (M, D) is completely determined by 
its values on D\T by Q=&.,,.qgpg, while the vectors qg (86 D\T) are 
further independent. This is called a Tucker representation of Q relative 
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(M, T) (see Rockafellar [31]). Since the number 1 Tj of edges of the 
spanning tree (M, 7’) equals jM( - 1, the space of d-dimensional circula- 
tions on the connected graph (M, D) is of dimension d( (DI - I MI + 1). 
7.2. Unique Clusters 
In order to apply this to the optimality conditions on a unique cluster 
CJ E UC(X) we first construct an augmented graph (M,,, DL:) of (U, E,,) as 
follows: add a new vertex sc, to U, and connect it to all UE U which in 
(F, E) are connected to some vertex of F\U. This vertex represents the part 
of (F. E) outside U, and the new edges connecting it to U represent he 
edges of E( U, F\U). 
Each flow Q on (U, E,,) which satisfies (iii) of Theorem 2’ is augmented 
to a flow Qc on (M,, D,:) by taking on each edge (So!, u) the fixed flux 
V@,(X). The equalities div, Q + V@,,( A’) = 0 show that Q c! is conserved at 
each u E U, whereas their sum over u E U yields C,, U VQU(X) = 0 by the 
total divergence principle on Q, showing that Qlj is also conserved at s(,. 
Hence QU is a circulation on (M,, D,,). 
Inversely for any circulation QL, on (ML,, D,,) with flux V@,,(X) on 
each edge (sU, u), its trace on U is a flow Q on (U, E,.) satisfying the 
conservation properties (iii) of Theorem 2’. 
Choose now a spanning tree (M,, T,) in (M,, D,) in which sL, is a 
terminal vertex, and consider the Tucker representation of Q, relative 
(M,., T,,). In T,: the vertex sL, is connected to exactly one vertex of U, t’ 
say. Each edge (sL,, U) with u # D defines a cycle p,,, whereas each edge 
gE E,.‘\T,. defines a cycle pa. Hence the flow QL, = (qr)eEoc is given by 
(10) 
where the qgr gE E,\T,, are arbitrary in KY’. However, the flow Q must 
satisfy N,“(q,) 6 W, on each edge e E E,. This shows 
THEOREM 3. For X to be optimal one must have for each unique cluster 
U E UC(X) that 1 UE o V@,,(X) = 0 and, after a suitable choice of a spanning 
tree (M,,, T,) in (ML,, D,), there exist (EL,1 - ) U1 + 1 vectors qg E Rd 
(g E E,\T,) satisfying the 1 E,( nonlinear constraints N,“(q,) < w, (e E E,,), 
where the q, (e E T,) are defined by (10). 
EXAMPLE 1. In order to clarify this view and demonstrate its force, 
consider the following two-dimensional MCML. There are 4 existing 
facilities a, b, c, d at the following locations: x, = ( - 3,0), ?cb = (0,4). 
X, = (1, 0), “vd = (0, -4). There are 3 new facilities u, II, w to locate. The 
interconnection graph (F, E) is shown in Fig. la, together with the weight 
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(a) (b) (cl 
FIG. 1. Example 1. (a) Interconnection graph (F, E); (b) augmented graph (M,, Du); 
(c) augmented graph (MC, D,-) for Example 2. 
urp associated with each edge. Note that the weights on the edge (a, u), 
(w, u), and (0, W) are considered to be parameters a, /?, and r. All norms 
IV, are euclidean. 
Consider the solution X= (x,, xL,, x,,) where all new facilities coincide at 
the origin, i.e., x,=.Q = x,. = (0,O) = 0. The analysis above permits us to 
show that 
X= (0, 0,O) is an optimal solution 
8 
/?'aT'+25- (T2-1)(81-T*). (b) 
Note that this result gives a complete analysis of the sensitivity of this 
optimal solution with respect o the weights of the edges (a, u), (w, u), and 
(u, M’). 
Proof: For X= (0, 0,O) the sets UP(X) = U(X) = CC(X) = @, while 
UC(X) is a singleton with unique element U = V= {u, u, w). The 
augmented graph (M,, DU) is shown in Fig. lb. One easily calculates that 
V@,W) = (a, 5), V@“W) = a - 5 ), and V@,.(X) = ( - 5,O). 
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By Theorem 3 for X to be optimal one must first have C,, U V@,(X) = 
(a - $0) = 0, whence a = 5. 
The other optimality conditions concern a flow Q, on (MU, DU) and 
may be found as follows. Choose as spanning tree T, on (M,, DU) the set 
of edges ((3, u), (u, v), (u, w)>. Then all conservative flows QU are uniquely 
determined by their flux on D,\T,. The fluxes on the edges (s, U) and 
(s, w) must however equal V@JX) and V@,(X), respectively, hence the 
flux q on (w, U) remains as only variable, and 
Qu=w(,,.) +V@>,(X) P(.3, u) +V@JW P(.s. w,, (11) 
where the involved cycles are given by p(,, UJ = (w, u, u), ,I+., = (s, U, II), 
and P(, ,,,) = (s, w, v). Writing out (11) and using the conditions 
N,“(q,) d we, where N,” = I*, we find that the optimality conditions on X 
reduce to 
MI) G B on e=(w,~) 
&(q + V@,(X)) G 4 on e=(u,u) 
Mq -V@,(X)) < t on e= (II, w). 
This is equivalent o the condition that the three circular disks centered at 
(0, 0), (- 5, - 5), and (-5,O) and radius /II, 4, and z, respectively, have a 
common point. Two cases arise as shown in Fig. 2, depicting the limiting 
situations. Some simple calculations lead to the conditions stated above. 1 
(a) (b) 
FIG. 2. Example 1. Coincidence at the origin if these three disks intersect. 
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7.3. Coinciding Clusters 
Consider now the optimality conditions on a coinciding cluster 
CE CC(X). Construct an augmented graph (M,, D,) of (Ca, E,) as 
follows: add a new vertex sc to Cu ( = Cu {a=}) and connect it to a, and 
to all u E C which in (F, E) are connected to some vertex of k’\Ca. This 
new vertex sc represents the part of (F, E) outside Ca and the new edges 
connecting it to C represent he edges of E(C, F\Cu). 
Each flow Q on (Cu, E,) satisfying (iv) of Theorem 2’ is augmented to 
a flow Qc on (M,, D,) by taking on each edge (sc, u) the fixed flux 
V@,(X), and on (sc, a=) the fixed flux -CU.cV@,(X). Then & is 
evidently conserved at sc and also at each UE C by the equalities 
div, Q + V@,(X) = 0. The sum of these equalities together with div,, Q, 
yields, by the total divergence principle on Q, div,, Q + I:, E c V@,(X) = 0, 
which shows that Qc is conserved at a,. Hence Q, is a circulation on 
(M,, DC), and inversely for any circulation Qc on (M,, D,), with flux 
V@,(X) on each edge (sc, v), the trace on Cu is a flow Q on (Cu, E,) 
satisfying the conservation properties of (iv) of Theorem 2’. 
Choose now a spanning tree (M,, T,) in (M,, D,) in which sc is a 
terminal vertex and which contains all edges at a, including (sc, a,), and 
consider the Tucker representation of Qc relative (M,, T,). Each edge 
(sc, u) with UE C defines a cycle pv, and each edge g E E,\T, defines a 
cycle pg. Hence the flow Qc= (qp)eEDC is given by 
Qc = L;cWW PC + 1 qgpp (12) 
g E EC'. Tc 
where the qg, gc E,\T,, are arbitrary in W’. However, this flow must 
furthermore satisfy N,“(q,) < IV, on each edge e E E,. Hence we have 
THEOREM 4. For X to be optimal there must exist for each coinciding 
cluster C E CC(X), after a suitable choice of a spanning tree (M,, T,) in 
(MC, DC), a set of IEc\Tcl = I&A - ICI wctm qg E Rd (ge &\T,) 
satisfying the ) E,( nonlinear constraints N,“(q,) < w, (e E E,), where the qp 
(e E Tc) are defined by (12). 
EXAMPLE 2. Consider the MCML of Example 1, and let X be the 
solution where all new facilities coincide with existing facility a, i.e., 
x, =x, =x, =x,. The analysis above permits us to show that 
X= (x,, x,, x,) is an optimal solution 
iff 
a> 11 and 
either r2a41-16fi and 
b24JJ-4 (a) 
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Or l<r’<41-1643 and 
5P2>,8~‘+152-4J(s2-1)(81-r2) (b) 
which is a complete sensitivity analysis of the optimal X w.r.t. the weights 
of the edges (a, u), (u, w’), and ()I’, u). 
Proof The sets UP(X) = CP(X) = UC(X) = 0, while now CC(X) 
contains only one coinciding cluster C = V= (u. D, k\’ ), with associated 
existing facility a, = a. The graph (M,, DC) is shown in Fig. Ic. Now 
V@,(X)=(-3,4), V@,,(X)=(-3, -4), andV@,,(X)=(-5,O). 
Consider as spanning tree T, the set of edges ((3, a), (a, u), (u. tl). 
(iv, u)). Any sought circulation Qc must be of the form 
where the involved cycles are F,~. U, = (s, U, a), P,~, L,, = (s, t’, U, a), p,,, ,, , = 
(s, br, U, a), and 1-1,~‘. I’, = (~1, M’, u). Only one variable remains: the vector q. 
Calculation of the components qc of Q,, and the conditions N,“(q,) < H’, 
for all e E E,, yields the following optimality conditions for X: there exists 
some q E R’ such that 
12( -V@,.(X) + q) < 4 on e=(U,t’) 
I,(q) G 7 on e = (u, n*) 
~,W..(X) + 4) d B on e=(h), 24) 
12( -V@,(X) -V@,.(X) -V@,(X)) Q o! on e=(u,U). 
The last condition states that I,( 11,O) = 11 < CL The first three conditions 
require that the three circles, centered at (-3, -4), (0, 0), and (5,0), 
respectively, with respective radius 4, t, and /I, have at least a point in com- 
mon. A calculation similar to Example 1 leads to the stated conditions. 1 
8. DIRECTLY VERIFIABLE OPTIMALITY CONDITIONS 
We call the optimality conditions directly verifiable when they reduce to 
a series of equalities and/or inequalities, without any variable part. This is 
the case whenever their dimension may be reduced to zero. 
If U is a unique cluster at X, then by Theorem 3 the dimension of the 
optimality conditions on U is reduced to d. (I E,( - I UJ + 1). This vanishes 
iff lEol = I U( - 1, which is equivalent to saying that (U, E,.) is a tree, since 
it is connected by construction. 
If C is a coinciding cluster at X, the dimension of the optimality condi- 
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tions on C is reduced to d. (JE,( - [Cl) by Theorem 4. It vanishes iff 
IEcU/ = (Cl. By the definition of a coinciding cluster (Ca, E,) is connected, 
whence (E,J > JCa( - 1 = JC(, where equality is reached iff (Ca, E,) is a 
tree. This shows 
THEOREM 5. The optima&y conditions on a unique cluster U are direct/J 
verifiable iff (U, EU) is a tree. On a coinciding cluster C this holds iff 
(Ca, E,) is a tree. 
COROLLARY 1. The optimality conditions for a MCML are directly 
verifiable at any solution lff the associated graph (F, E) is a tree. 
Note that in Corollary 1 we made use of the assumptions made in 
Sections 2 and 3, that none of the existing facilities are connected and that 
(F, E) is connected. 
If U is a unique cluster at X and (U, E,) is a tree then the optimality 
conditions on U are explicited as follows. 
Consider the augmented graph (M,, DU) as defined in Subsection 7.2. 
The fluxes V@,(X) on the edges (su, u) may be uniquely completed into a 
circulation QL, on (M,, DU) iff C,, [, V@,(X) = 0. Any e E E, disconnects 
(U, EL,) into two connected components U, and U/U,, such that 
E(U,, u\u,)= (e> and e is oriented from U, to U\U,. Choosing as 
spanning tree T, the edges of E,, together with any (sU, v) with u 
chosen in U\U,, and considering the Tucker representation of Q, relative 
(Mu, T,), we find q, = C,, uc V@,(X), since e lies on the cycle pfsL,, U, iff 
u E U,. Hence the optimality conditions on U are 
1 V@,(X)=0 (13) 
usu 
N,” 1 V@,(X) < W, 
( ucu, > 
(eE E,). (14) 
For a coinciding cluster C at X, such that (Ca, E,,) is a tree, we obtain 
similar optimality conditions as follows. The orientation of the edges of EV 
being arbitrary, we choose to orient each edge of Ec towards the (unique) 
new facility uc of C connected to a,. Defining C, (e E E,) in a similar way 
as 17, above, we obtain as conditions 
N,” c V@,(X) < W, 
( UCC, > 
(eg EC) (15) 
N~~=.“,,(~~~,(x))9w,~=.,,,. (16) 
These results show that, partially contrary to the opinion of Juel [ 13 3, 
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the optimality conditions are easy to apply, even in cases where more than 
two facilities coincide, provided that the interactions graph is sufficiently 
sparse. This is, e.g., the case in the hierarchically structured problems 
discussed by Ostresh [22]. 
It should be mentioned that Dax [7] obtained this result for problems 
with a fixed (euclidean) norm. 
9. NECESSARY OPTIMALITY CONDITIONS WHEN ALL NORMS ARE EQUAL 
Calamai and Charalambous [l] obtained necessary conditions for 
optimality for MCML with all norms euclidean. They seemed to suggest 
that these conditions could also be sufficient and the exactness of their 
algorithm implicitly depends upon this assumption. Juel [12] showed this 
to be wrong by the construction of a counterexample with one unique 
cluster, and Dax [7] indicates a way to adapt the algorithm. In this 
section we first derive these necessary conditions for a general but fixed 
differentiable norm. It is then shown that these conditions are also 
sufftcient only in case the clusters are trees, a case in which the exact 
optimality conditions were shown above to be more easily directly 
verifiable. Counterexamples further indicate that our results are best 
possible in the general case. 
THEOREM 6. Let X be an optimal solution to the MCML dcZfned b!, 
(F, E), the fixed norms N, = N (e E E), and the weights II’,. 
If U is a unique cluster (or point) at X, then for all SC U we have 
(17) 
if C is a coinciding cluster (or point) at X, then for all S c C we hatle 
(18) 
Proof: Consider first a unique cluster (or point) U at X. For S = @, 
(17) is trivial. For S = U, (17) is equivalent to 
1 V@“(X) = 0 
UE L’ 
which was shown to hold in 7.2. This settles the result for a unique 
point. Let further U be nonsingleton and S nontrivial. By Theorem 2’ 
there exists a flow Q on (U, E,) with N”(q,) < w, for all eE ELI and 
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div, Q + V@,(X) = 0 for all u E U. By summation of these latter equalities 
over all u E S we obtain 
Hence 
c V@,(X)= - 1 div, Q= - i 4e. 
ucs u E s e E E(S, U‘ S) 
The proof of (18) on a coinciding cluster is exactly similar except that 
now S = C is not a special case, and that z,,cs div, Q = I,‘,,, ca,sj qe 
since Q is a flow on (Cu, E,). 1 
Remark. Note that the conditions (17) on S and U\S are equivalent 
due to the equality C,, u V@,(X) = 0. This is however not the case in ( 18). 
THEOREM 7. The conditions ( 17) and ( 18) of Theorem 6 are also 
sufficient for optimality as soon as for each unique cluster U the subgraph 
(U, E,) is a tree and for each coinciding cluster C the subgraph (Cu, E,,) 
is a tree. 
ProoJ For unique (resp. coinciding) points, conditions (17) (resp. (18)) 
reduce to (i) (resp. (ii)) of Theorem 2’. 
By Theorem 5 the optimality conditions are directly verifiable. For a 
unique cluster U, (17) with S= U reduces to (13) and with S= U, it 
reduces to (14) since E( U,, U\U,) = (e}. For a coinciding cluster C, (18) 
with S= C reduces to (16) while with S= C, it reduces to (15). Using the 
results of Section 8 it follows that (17) and (18) (even when reduced to the 
particular subsets U, and C,) are sufficient for optimality. 1 
The results of Theorem 7 are best possible. Indeed the following 
counterexamples how that as soon as there exists a cycle in (F, E), the 
conditions (17) and (18) may not be sufficient. 
EXAMPLE 3. Consider the MCML of Example 1 with z=3, a= 5, and 
B = 3.1, and let X= (0, 0,O). Notice that UP(X) = CP(X) = CC(X) = 0, 
UC(X) = {U} with U = k’, and that (U, E,) contains one cycle. 
Since ,<JT 41- 80~ 3.5 and p < 34 - 2 @z 17.0 we know from 
the analysis in Example 1 (case (b)) that X is not an optimal solution. 
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However, on the unique cluster U conditions (17) are satisfied for all 
S c CJ. Indeed from the remark following Theorem 6 it is sufficient o verify 
that we have 
f#w,,(X)) = 5 J2 d 4 + p = 7.1 
f2(V@,(X)) = 5 <4 + 5 = 7 
I,(V@,(X))=5<t+b=6.1 
V@,,(X) + V@,.(X) + V@,,(X) = 0. 
EXAMPLE 4. Consider the MCML of Example 2 with r = 1, a = 11, and 
/I = 5.6. Let X= (x,, x,, x,), i.e., all new facilities coincide with existing 
facility a. Notice that UP(X) = CP(X) = UC(X) = 0, CC(X) = {C} with 
C = I/ and Ca = Vu {a}, and that (Cu, E,,) contains one cycle. Since 
5fi’ < 160 it follows from the analysis in Example 2 (case (b)) that X is not 
an optimal solution. However, conditions (18) are satisfied for all S c C as 
shown in the following table (cf. Example 2): 
u I,( -3, 4) = 5 
1’ j2(-3, -4)=5 
IZ‘ I?(-5,0)=5 
u, u f2( - 6, 0) = 6 
14, M f,(-8,4)=&I 
u, \I /J-8, -4)=,,& 
u, Li, M I?(-ll,O)= 11 
4+a+/I=20.6 
4+t=5 
/3 + ‘5 = 6.6 
a+P+r= 17.6 
4+a+r=16 
4 + p = 9.6 
a= 11 
In this example the cycle in (Ca, E,,) consisted of new facilities only. 
That the conditions (18) may not be sufficient even when there is one cycle 
in (Ca, E,-,) containing the existing facility a,, is shown in the following 
counterexample. 
EXAMPLE 5. Consider a MCML with 4 existing facilities a, b, c, d 
located as in Example 1, and two new facilities v, w. The interconnection 
graph is shown in Fig. 3(a). All norms are euclidean and the weights are as 
shown in the figure. Consider the solution X where both new facilities 
coincide with existing facility a, i.e., x, = x, = x,. Then UP(X) = CP( X) = 
UC(X) = 0 and there is only one coinciding cluster C = (t’, rr }, for which 
(Ca, E,,) is just one cycle. 
One easily calculates that VGp,,(X) = (- 16, - 12) and V@,(X) = 
(- 16, 12). Conditions (18) hold for any SC C, since f,(V@,.(X))= 
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(F,E) 
(a) 
(M&) 
(b) 
FIG. 3. Example 5. (a) InterconnectIon graph (F, E); (b) augmented graph (M,, D,). 
20 < 17 + 6, I,(V@,,,(X)) = 20 < 17 + 6, and 12(V@,(X) + V@,,(X) = 32 < 
17 + 17. 
At the point X= (x,, x,) the optimality conditions of Theorem 2’ (only 
case (iv) appears), by way of the augmented graph shown in Fig. 3(b), 
reduce to (cf. Subsection 7.3) the existence of a vector q E R2 satisfying 
b(q) G 6 on (u, ~1) 
f,(q-wL,(x)) G 17 on (a, 0) 
lz(-q-V@,,(X))< 17 on (a, btv). 
One easily calculates that the q of smallest norm satisfying the two last 
inequalities is (0, ,/% - 12) x (0, - 6.25), contradicting the first condition. 
Therefore the optimality conditions cannot be verified, and X is not an 
optimal solution. 
10. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
We have derived a general and concise form of the subdifferential of the 
objective of the continuous minisum multifacility location problem with 
mixed norms, as the set of divergences of multidimensional flows on the 
network, satisfying a nonlinear (but convex) constraint on each edge. 
Exploiting this expression in an algorithm is immediate. But in order to 
detect optimality it is interesting to try to find such a subgradient of least 
norm: if it is zero, then optimality is guaranteed, while if not such a sub- 
gradient may be used to derive a good lower bound on the optimal value 
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(e.g., in a cutting plane algorithm-see Plastria [26, 281 or by other means 
as explained by Love and Dowling [ 191). This subproblem, if nontrivial 
due to sufficient coincidences, reduces to a convex program, which at first 
glance seems rather expensive. Dax’s proposal [7] for an algorithm comes 
close to this strategy. 
The detailed analysis of the optimality conditions in Section 7 and the 
included examples have shown that it is possible, once a solution has been 
identified as optimal, to carry out a sensitivity analysis of this optimal 
solution with respect to the weights of the problem. In general this turns 
out to involve again the solution of convex programs. 
The optimality conditions also lead to a generalisation of sufficient 
conditions for coincidence at optimality derived by Juel and Love [ 141. 
This is developed in Lefebvre, Michelot, and Plastria [ 16, 173. 
Note added m proof While this paper was in press the following strongly related work 
appeared which partly covers the present results in the euclidean norms case: G. PESAMOSCA. 
On the optimality conditions for the euclidean multifactlity location problem m a tree, Rend. 
Accad. Sci. Fis Mat. (Nap&) 58 (1991) 65-78. 
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